To: Campus Community
From: Chief Jeff Newton
Date: August 23, 2013

Subject: Felonious Assault

The University of Toledo Police Department responded to an altercation occurring August 23 at 2:30 a.m. in parking area 9, just outside of McComas Village involving approximately six males.

Upon arrival, police found a person suffering from a single stab wound and another with injuries related to a physical assault. The injured were transported to the hospital and are expected to recover. Prior to the incident, participants are believed to have been drinking alcohol at an off-campus location where some type of dispute is alleged to have occurred.

Domenic Hudson, of Toledo, has been charged with felonious assault, failure to comply, obstructing official business and resisting arrest. The case is currently under investigation and additional charges may be forthcoming.

The University of Toledo Police Department would like to remind students to make good choices. If you choose to drink alcohol, please drink legally and responsibly. Weapons are restricted from campus.

Be a responsible member of the community. If you see someone suspicious, or have information on a crime or person in crisis, please report it to the police.

Any crime in progress: 9-1-1
Remember: See it, hear it, report it!